
Primary 1-4 Class: It has been an extremely busy week! 

Sharing: We have started a new week with some very interesting shares! 

       

Carmeron received this little guitar as a present. He gave us a very interesting demonstration of how to tighten and 

slacken the strings to create different sounds! Here is another of Uilleam’s wrestlers! This one was Uilleam’s very 

first one that he acquired – he certainly loves collecting them! Finlay has been reading “The Railway Children” by E. 

Nesbit. He read us his favourite part of the story. It’s one of my favourite stories too Finlay! 

     

Here’s Rosie with some of her favourite pieces of jewellery. A necklace and a beautiful bracelet! Margaret and Riley 

have both lost their first teeth – and Michael, not to be outdone, shows us he’s lost quite a few already! 

       

Here’s Kyle with Seamus – another of his favourite wrestlers! And another the following day! I somehow think Kyle 

will end up sharing his whole collection! Belle shared one of her small dolls, which has a bottle for feeding when she 

cries. Belle says Penny has one too! Riley tells us his Grandpa might acquire another sheep from his Riley’s uncle, 

who is hoping to begin cattle farming instead! Riley seems very excited by this news! 



Awards:  

                            

Congratulations to Daniel Morrison who achieved his ten times table award this week. Your fives are next Daniel! 

Belle also achieved her ten times table and received a gold award. She shows us her work she had done for this at 

home!  Let’s work on your two times table next Belle!  A big well done also to Finlay Jardine who achieved his three 

times table award.  Four times tables are next Finlay!   I am sure all these children are up for the challenge! 

Maths:  This week we are tackling ordinal numbers and looking at the wording for positions. The Primary One 

children had to follow a set of instructions to thread the beads in the correct order. Margaret and Andrew are busy 

concentrating.....and here is Benji with his completed threading! 

      

Can you describe how to make a model for your partner using ordinal numbers and positional language? Rosie, 

Michael, Belle and Finlay show you they can! Meanwhile Anne Marie and Daniel are busy with subtractions involving 

exchange! Benji has ordered all his numbers to twenty correctly, Penny and Margaret are working together on 

friends of twenty and are writing addition sums to accompany their sets of numbers. 

     



 

     

     

    

The children have also worked on counting in twos with Mrs. Macleod. Here we are making patterns of two to help 

us count a large number of objects, while Michael is busy working out the two times table on the whiteboard. 

Road Safety: The children learned all about road safety skills this week with Mrs Macleod.. They went out onto 

the road to try out their knowledge of the green cross code. We wait at the kerb, look both ways and listen before 

deciding if it is safe to cross the road. The children also learned Super Cat’s Safety Rap to help them remember road 

safety rules! 

     



Our Wheeled Vehicles:   We felt that our wheeled vehicles were ready to compete against each other! We 

wanted to know which vehicle might travel the furthest so we designed a fair test to see all the results. We made a 

gradient of the same height so it was fair for all vehicles. Our lorries all had to start from the same place. We rolled 

them down the slope and measured the distance they travelled. We completed this work in the school canteen as 

we felt that the floor was nice and smooth and didn’t have any bumps on it like a carpet might!  Daniel recorded all 

the results in a list so we would remember all the different distances. It was fun looking at each other’s designs and 

rolling them along the floor. 

     

Here we are waiting to start. Michael and Belle are first! 

     

Cameron, Riley and Uilleam have their turn, followed by Finlay, Riley (P1) and Penny! 

     

Next to roll down the ramp – Miryam, Kyle and Margaret, followed by Anne Marie rolling Rosie’s and her own, then 

Benji. Finally Andrew and Daniel, plus Daniel’s results page. 

     



     

         

P.E.There has been a lot of inclement weather recently, so we decided to use the performance area to use up a bit 

of energy! 

       

Here’s our warm up! Heels to bum; high knees jog! Look at these two flying squirrels..... Kyle and Anne Marie! 

       

It’s a sprint start! Don’t put your foot in a hoop! Relax and stretch out the legs! Stand up without the arms helping! 



     

Riley and Miryam make some very interesting balanced shapes while Riley P3 shows us his interpretation of a “still 

shape” 

Many Happy Returns of the Day! 

Happy Birthday to Uilleam Macleod who was six this week! Uilleam celebrated by having Kyle round to the house for 

tea!  Here is Uilleam pictured with another wrestler which he received as a present recently! Mrs Macleod gave 

Uilleam a small gift of a Pete and Diesel CD – he looks truly delighted doesn’t he? Uilleam’s mum sent in some 

birthday cake for us all as a treat. Thank you very much, Catherine Ann – there were a lot of full mouths as the 

children managed to wade through the lot! 

We hope you had a lovely birthday Uilleam! 

 

     

     

 

 



Armchair Athletics at Harris House:   We had a smashing afternoon at Harris House this week! We took 

some games and entertained the residents with some fun and laughter! Thank you to all the staff and residents for 

making us all feel so welcome! I know the children really enjoyed themselves! One of our star workers was Miryam 

Mocanu who went round all the residents spending time playing different games. Well done, Miryam! 

      

        

   

Michael the Postman!  

Michael shared some lovely photos of himself working alongside his dad in the Post Office recently. 

He wears his postman’s hat as he works! Here is Michael stamping the letters and then sorting them into the correct 

boxes. Finally Michael places all the sorted letters into the postvan. Let's hope they all managed to get to the correct 

places, Michael! He also tells us he cannot yet decide on his choice of job – it’s either a Policeman or a Postman. You 

are halfway there already, Michael! Many thanks Marion for sharing these smashing pictures! 

 

 



       

Zimbabwe: I was delighted to receive an email from Rev. Bruce Jardine, who is away for three weeks visiting 

Zimbabwe. Bruce has had to travel on several planes in order to reach his destination. He flew from the UK to 

Johannesburg in South Africa, before flying into Bulawayo.  Both Finlay and Margaret have been telling us that their 

dad is away and so we were all interested and excited to see exactly what Zimbabwe looked like. I have often heard 

what a beautiful country Zimbabwe, or Rhodesia, as it used to be known is, and these photographs did not 

disappoint. I also found out that one of Margaret’s teddies decided to make the journey too! I hope teddy is enjoying 

his adventure, Margaret! This is where Bruce is staying – isn’t it lovely? He has also included a photograph of landing 

at Bulawayo airport. 

   

   



   

    

Our Learning for Next Week: Here is a flavour of the sort of things we will be learning about in the coming 

week. 

     

     

Have a great weekend everyone! 

There are more exciting photographs to come! I have just 

received some very interesting pictures of a school that 

Bruce visited as part of his trip. We will look at these 

together next week, before I post them up at the end of 

next week. Many thanks Bruce and Ruth. It gives our blog a 

truly international dimension! 


